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QUESTION 1

Which two states are needed by the active node while transitioning to standby? (Choose two.) 

A. Out of service 

B. Becoming-active 

C. Relinquishing-standby 

D. Relinquishing-active 

E. Becoming-standby 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to prevent the Session Border Controller from generating aunique Call-ID and from modifying the dialog tags. 

How would you accomplish this? 

A. Navigate to the sip-interface configuration element and set the dialog-transparency parameter to disabled. 

B. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and set the dialog-mapping parameter to disabled. 

C. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and set the call-id-transparency parameter to disabled. 

D. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and set the dialog-transparency parameter to disabled. 

E. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and set the dialog-transparency parameter to enabled. 

Correct Answer: E 

Reference http://luccisun.webfactional.com/sbc/SBC/NNSBCNOTE.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You wantto configure the maximum duration in seconds of any session in the Session Border Controller. 

How would you accomplish this? 

A. Navigate to the media-manager configuration element and configure the max-signaling- bandwidth parameter. 

B. Navigate to the media-manager configuration element and configure the flow-time-limit parameter. 

C. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and configure the operation-mode parameter. 

D. Navigate to the sip-config configuration element and configure theflow-time-limit parameter. 

E. Navigate to the media-manager configuration element and configure the latching parameter. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Which SIP headers in an incoming SIP message to the Session Border Controller are used by a local-policy
configuration element for routing? 

A. From and To headers 

B. From header and Request-URI 

C. Call-Id header 

D. Contact header 

E. Via and To headers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to configure the Session Border Controller toperform load balancing between two downstream SIP proxies. 

Which option shows the configuration elements that you should configure for the load balancing feature? 

A. session-router and router-group 

B. realm-config and enum-group 

C. group-policy andload-policy 

D. proxy and proxy-pool 

E. local-policy and session-group 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three statements are true about the bootloader? (Choose three.) 

A. It decompresses the image file and loads it into the main RAM 

B. It reads the imagefile 

C. It is based on Linux 

D. It looks at the boot parameters 

E. It is a Windriver\\'s VxWork product 
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Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 7

What two problems do Network Address Translations (NATs)introduce into VoIP networks? (Choose two.) 

A. There are no major concerns with NATs. 

B. NATs block unsolicited incoming signaling and media. 

C. NATs block unsolicited incoming signaling but allow incoming media. 

D. NATs pinholes expire after aconfigurable time. 

E. NATs devices can be overloaded by incoming registrations. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about Session Border Controller architectures andrealm bridging? 

A. The Hosted NAT Traversal (HNT) architecture focuses on the border point between two different service provider
networks, both in the home realm. 

B. The Hosted IP architecture focuses on the border point between one enterprise network realm and one service
provider network realm. 

C. The Access-backbone architecture focuses on the border point between two backbone realms. 

D. The Peering architecture focuses on the border point between two different service provider networks and
theirrealms. 

E. The Gateway architecture Focuses on the border point between one enterprise network realm and one service
provider network realm. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

When setting up the registration-caching parameter to enabled in the sip-interface configuration element,
_____________. 

A. the Session Border Controller will never use the SIP-NAT mechanism for routing 

B. the Session Border Controller will not use the registration cache for routing 

C. all endpoints in the realm will be cached when registered 

D. only endpoints behind NAT in the realm will be cached when registered 
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E. the Session Border Controller will never use the local-policy mechanism for routing 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Your Session Border Controller is configured as the source and destination for all signaling messages and media
streams coming into and leaving the provider\\'s network. 

Which two SIP functions does it provide? (Choose two.) 

A. an IP edge router 

B. Back-to-Back User Agent (B2BUA) 

C. Edge proxy 

D. Data firewall 

E. Media gateway 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 11

Upon issuing the done command, you getan Error 409. 

Which two options explain this error? (Choose two.) 

A. You are trying to create an element with a unique identifier that already exists. 

B. The configuration element you are creating is corrupted. 

C. The element you are trying to save doesnot exist. 

D. There is an internal server error. 

E. You are trying to create a second instance of a single-instance configuration element. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 12

What do you need to do to support ftp service on a media interface? 

A. Add the IP address of the remote device to the hip-ip-list and ftp-address parameters. 

B. Set the ftp-address parameter to enabled. 

C. Add the IP address of the interface in the hip-ip-list and ftp-address parameters. 
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D. Set the hip-address parameter to enabled. 

E. Add the IP address of the interface in the hip-ip-list and telnet-address parameters. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

You are configuring access rules in a Session Border ControllerPeering architecture. 

Which two configuration steps are required to allow access only from User Agents (UAs) configured as session agents?
(Choose two.) 

A. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to all. 

B. Navigate to the session-agent configuration element and set the ip-address parameter to the IP subnet of your
trusted User Agent (UA). 

C. Navigate to the realm-config configuration element and set the addr-prefix parameter to the IP subnet of your trusted
User Agent (UA). 

D. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to agents-only. 

E. Navigate to the sip-port configuration element and set the allow-anonymous parameter to address-prefix. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 14

Where are passwords and licensing information stored? 

A. Non-Volatile Random Access Memory (NVRAM) 

B. Content Addressable Memory (CAM) 

C. RAMmemory 

D. Synchronous Dynamic Random Access Memory (SDRAM) 

E. Boot Flash 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

The Session Border Controller is not routing calls to a specific SIP endpoint from the backbone realm to the access
realm in an Access-Backbone architecture. 

How can you troubleshoot this routing issue? 

A. by running the notify berpd force command 
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B. by running the show sipd endpoint-ip command 

C. by checking the sip-manipulation configuration element used for routing from the backbone realm to the access
realm 

D. by checking the registration-cache configuration element used for routing from the access realm to the backbone
realm 

E. by checking the local-policy configuration element used for routing from the access realm to the backbone realm 

Correct Answer: D 
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